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Abstract: Automatic thread labeling for news events can help people know different aspects of a news event.
In this paper, we present a method to label threads of a news event. We use latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
topic model to extract news threads from news corpus. Our method first selects the thread words subset then
extracts phrases based on co-occurrence calculation. The extracted phrase is then used as a label of a news thread.
Experimental results show that about 60% of generated labels visualize the meaningful aspects of a news event.
These labels can help people fast to capture many different aspects of a news event.
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0 Introduction

According to the recent survey on the Internet[1] by
China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC),
reading news reports is among the most five applica-
tions on the Internet. News events happened in the real
world, many news reports describe different aspects of
the events. For example, when earthquake happens,
news reports will first report the event, then report the
actions taken by the government, aid from the interna-
tional world, while reconstruction plan will be reported
later. It needs a method to automatically present differ-
ent aspects of a news event. It then saves a lot of time
for people to know many aspects and even the plot of
the event. According to Ref. [2], news thread has been
defined as below:

Definition 1 (News Thread) A news thread z in
an event corpus D is a probability distribution of words
{p(w|z)w∈V }, where V is a vocabulary set. Usually, a
list of high probability words is used to represent the
semantic theme of a thread. A news thread illustrates
an aspect of news event. Threading news event is the
process of extracting threads from an event corpus.

Definition 2 (Thread Label) A thread label for
a news thread z, is a sequence of words which is repre-
sentative and captures the latent meaning of thread z.
A word, a phrase are all valid labels for threads.

Recently emerged topic models, such as latent Dirich-
let allocation (LDA)[3] can extract latent topics from
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a corpus. They explain a topic with a multinomial
word distribution. As it for our work, LDA is used
on event-based corpus, and topics in LDA are regarded
as threads of a news event. After analyzing LDA re-
sults on news corpora, we find that LDA can produce
meaningful results for human interpretation.

Although LDA captures the semantic meaning of
events, it is not convenient for people to comprehend a
thread by a top word list, because people need to fig-
ure out its meaning based on these words. The task of
thread labeling is to automatically generate a represen-
tative label to visualize a thread. All these labels help
people fast to know many aspects of the event.

Our method can be illustrated as: ① extract threads
from an event corpus by LDA; ② select thread words
from LDA result; ③ extract thread label based on
thread words.

1 Related Work

Related work is divided into the methods on how to
thread news events and the methods on how to label
the threads.
1.1 Threading News Events

In general, there are two basic approaches to thread-
ing news event.

The first approach is using probabilistic model to
thread news events[4-8]. In this approach, thread is re-
garded as a probability distribution over words. An
event model is used to capture the structure of news
events and their dependencies in a news event[4-5].
Some features such as temporal locality of stories
and time-ordering are utilized to capture events and
their dependencies. “Topics over time” (TOT) model
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associates topics with a continuous distribution over
time stamps based on LDA[6]. Evolution of events
over time stamps is used to describe different
threads.

The second approach is using clustering method to
thread news events[9-10] or text message streams[11-12].
Thread is regarded as a part of a hierarchy
structure[13-14]. According to the pre-selected features
based on time, highly related documents are first ex-
tracted, and then partitioned them to form events and
organized them in a hierarchical structure. Similarly,
an algorithm for constructing a hierarchical structure
for the features in the text corpus is proposed by using
an infinite-state automaton[15]. Key phrase can also be
used to thread news events[9,16-17].

1.2 Labeling Threading

There are lots of significant works on topic
labeling[18-19]. Many useful features are proposed in
the following.

Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)[20] is a crite-
rion commonly used in statistical language modeling of
word association for different tasks. PMI is measured
by gathering term co-occurrence statistics from the web
to compare different labeling methods[21], or is used in-
dependently over the web and the Wikipedia corpus to
re-rank cluster labels[22]. Recently some research uses
PMI to calculate the average PMI of topic words ac-
cording to the Wikipedia in order to find a more mean-
ingful word[23-24].

Inverse Document Frequency (IDF)-like score is used
to re-weight the native weights generated by LDA[25].
In this work, authors suppose that the native order of
topic keywords produced by LDA may not be ideal for
users to understand the semantics of a topic. In LDA,
common words are normally ranked high in many topics
because they are relevant to all topics. IDF-like score
is used to select significant words.

To enhance the interpretation of the model, “turbo
topic” was proposed based on analyzing the posterior
distribution of the topic structure of a corpus[26]. They
performed recursive permutation tests to build up an
n-gram phrase to label the LDA result.

Unlike re-ranking LDA results, a probabilistic ap-
proach is proposed to automatically label multinomial
topic models, which regards the labeling problem as an
optimization problem and is merged with term weight-
ing scheme into LDA to improve the result[27-28].

Comparing with a complicated model, re-ranking
LDA results could keep statistical simplicity of topic
modeling and perform much effectively. In our work,
methods are proposed to automatically re-rank LDA re-
sults and generate thread label based on the re-ranked
results. It keeps effective and makes thread labels easy
to extract.

2 Our Methods

2.1 Thread Words Selection
Applying LDA on news corpus can generate news

threads represented by a top-10 words list z. Each word
wi in thread zj has a probability Pw

i,j according to term
frequency. Each document di has a probability P d

i,j over
thread zj .

The task of thread words selection is to select three
words from the top-10 term list z as thread word set z′.
A thread word should be highly frequent in a thread,
discriminative across threads and semantically relevant
with others words.

Based on these features, three judges are proposed
to assign weight ξ(wi) for each word wi in z, and select
top-3 words as z′.

Significance Judge Significant words can identify
which aspect the thread focuses on and distinguish the
thread from others. Common words shared by many
threads are helpless to distinguish different threads.

An LDA-version Term Frequency-IDF (TF-IDF) like
judge is proposed to evaluate the significance of word
wi in thread j:

WR1i,j = (Pw
i,j)

λ1

(
Pw

i,j

/
K∑

k=1

Pw
i,k

)λ2

, (1)

where Pw
i,j is generated by LDA according to term fre-

quency, K is thread number, and λ1, λ2 are control
parameters to balance influence of two terms. Specif-
ically, if λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 0, this score is just iden-
tical with original LDA term frequency. In contrast,
if λ1 = 0 and λ2 = 1, it’s the same as the technique
used in the baseline[25]. We use λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 1 in
our experiment. In this equation, the first term simu-
lates the term frequency and the second one simulates
inverse document frequency to identify words that are
discriminative for threads.

Thread Coverage Judge An underlying assump-
tion of WR1 is: every thread is equally important.
However, threads that cover a significant portion of the
corpus content are usually more important than those
covering little content. Thread’s coverage is introduced
to reflect how much contents a thread covered. It is
quantified as

TWj =
1
M

M∑

d=1

P d
d,j , (2)

where P d
d,j stands for thread j’s probability on report

d, and M is the number of news reports.
Combining with thread coverage, the second judge is

proposed:

WR2i,j = (Pw
i,j)

λ1

(
Pw

i,jTWj

/
K∑

k=1

Pw
i,kTWk

)λ2

. (3)
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In the equation above, thread coverage is introduced
into IDF-like term. Compared with WR1, terms in a
thread covering more content become more important.

PMI Judge PMI is a common approach to evalu-
ate the semantically relevance between words in a pair.
It quantifies the discrepancy between the probabilities
of their coincidence versus individual distributions.

PMI(wi, wj) = lg
P (wi, wj)

P (wi)P (wj)
. (4)

The word has a higher PMI and could stand for the
thread. Since PMI reflects the “semantic distance” be-
tween words in a pair, average PMI could measure how
“close” a word is with others. Based on an intuitive
assumption that: a word “closer” to the others is more
representative for the thread. Average PMI, denoted
by PMI, is measured for top-10 words.

PMI(wi) =
1
9

∑

i 6=j

PMI(wi, wj). (5)

Then, the third judge is proposed:

WR3i,j = (Pw
i,j)

λ1

(
Pw

i,j

/
K∑

k=1

Pw
i,k

)λ2

PMI(wi)
λ3

. (6)

We set λ1 = 1, λ2 = 2, λ3 = 1 in our experiment.
2.2 Thread Label Extraction

Compared with unigram, phrases are more meaning-
ful to label threads. In this step, phrases are extracted
based on thread words. A candidate phrase (wi, wi+1)
will be extracted from z and at least one of wi, wi+1

belongs to z′. z is the top 10 result of original LDA,
and z′ is the thread words set.

First, each word’s weight π(wi) in z is re-weighted.
Words in z − z′ and z′ are treated differently. The
weight of thread words wi ∈ z′ is calculated according
to the following equation:

π(wi) = αξ(wi)

/
3∑

k=1

ξ(wk), (7)

where α is the re-weight factor and ξ(wi) is generated
in the thread words selection.

The weight of other words wi ∈ z − z′ is reweighted
according to its semantic distance with thread word.
It’s calculated as below:

π(wi) = (1− α)PMI(wi)

/
10∑

k=4

PMI(wk), (8)

PMI(wi) =
1
3

3∑

k=1

PMI(wi, wk). (9)

Re-weight factor is set as α = 0.5 in our experiment.

Next, a recursive phrase extraction procedure is per-
formed. In this procedure, a candidate phrase is
weighted by its components’ weight and co-occurrence:

π(wi, wj) =

1.1
[
π(wi)

n(wi, wj)
n(wi)

+ π(wj)
n(wi, wj)

n(wj)

]
, (10)

where n(wi, wj) is the occurrence number of phrase
(wi, wj). All candidate phrases are recursively tested
until there are no more phrases whose weight is larger
than the threshold. Threshold is set as ε = π(w10) in
our experiment. A complete procedure is illustrated as
below:
1: set flag = true
2: while flag do
3: extract all candidate phrases (wi, wj)

and count occurrence number n(wi, wj)
4: for all (wi, wj) do
5: calculate phrase weight π(wi, wj)
6: end for
7: select (wi, wj) with the highest weight
8: if π(wi, wj) > ε then
9: add (wi, wj) into z′

10: update π(wi) and π(wj) by

πnew(wi) = πold(wi)
[
1− n(wi, wj)

n(wi)

]

11: else
12: flag = false
13: end if
14: end while
15: select phrase or word with the highest weight in z′

as thread label
At each time, a candidate phrase with the highest

weight larger than threshold will be added into z′. It
can be used to form a longer phrase. For example,
phrase “literature prize” may be generated at first iter-
ation, then it may form a new phrase “Nobel literature
prize” in later iterations.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Settings
Thread Words Selection and Thread Label Extrac-

tion have been tested on two different data sets.
Chinese news corpus is a event based corpus, which

contains 147 event sub-corpora, such as “2007 Nobel
prize”. Each sub-corpus is generated by clustering
method. The number of news reports in a sub-corpus
varies from 20 to 420. There are totally 31 420 news
reports in this Chinese news corpus. Another corpus is
Reuter-21578 financial news corpus, which is a general
corpus contained many events. Five sub corpora are
selected from it, they are “crude”, “grain”, “interest”,
“money-fx” and “trade”. Each of them contains more
than 300 reports which describe many events.
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The experiments were run using LDA with 500 iter-
ations of Gibbs sampling. The number of threads were
empirically set, 5 for each event sub-corpus of Chinese
corpus, 40 for each Reuter sub-corpus.
3.2 Evaluation for Thread Words Selection

There is no golden standard for news thread extrac-
tion. Only humans can identify and understand news
threads for different news events. The performance
of three thread words selection methods is evaluated
on news event corpus (Chinese) and general corpus
(Reuter).

Baseline One baseline is the re-ranking method
KR1 proposed by Ref. [25], which is an IDF-like score:

KR1i,j = Pw
i,j

/
K∑

k=1

Pw
i,k, (11)

where Pw
i,j is generated by LDA according to term fre-

quency. KR1 simulates inverse document frequency to
re-weight the native weights.

LDA top-3 is another baseline in our experiment.
Performance Measures
(1) HumanJudge. For each thread, the top three

words generated by our methods and baseline are eval-
uated by voluntary judgers. Judgers are asked to se-
lect the most representative one among them, multi-
selection is permitted. The set selected by judger will
be tagged as “correct”. We calculate percentage of cor-
rect thread word set generated by different methods for
comparison.

(2) F1-measure. Judgers are asked to select best-
3 words from LDA top-10 term list for each thread.
These best-3 words are regarded as correct words. We
calculate precision, recall and evaluate results using F1-
measure:

Precision =
Words selected and correct

Total words selected
, (12)

Recall =
Words selected and correct

Total words correct
, (13)

F1 = 2× Precision× Recall
Precision + Recall

. (14)

HumanJudge (HJ) results and F1-measure results are
summarized in Table 1. Both measures show that our
methods perform much better than the baselines. As
mentioned above, thread words should be representa-
tive for the thread and discriminative across threads.
LDA’s original order ranks those common words with
high probability. That’s why LDA’s native result has a
low accuracy in Table 1. Similarly, KR1 baseline con-
siders the IDF-like feature to identify words that are
discriminative for threads. It ignores words’ probabili-
ties. Our methods combine these two aspects and select
significant thread words.

After analyzing content of thread word sets gener-
ated by different judges, there are about 80% content

Table 1 HumanJudge and F1 for thread words
selection on two corpora (%)

Measure Corpus LDA Baseline WR1 WR2 WR3

HJ Chinese 34.0 36.8 68.9 71 71

Reuter 27.8 30.2 54.8 54.8 56

F1 Chinese 42.6 46.6 66.6 67.4 67.5

Reuter 40.6 40.6 62.6 63.6 63.6

of WR1 and WR2 are identical. The reason is that
in WR2 differences of Pw

i,j over different thread j are
much larger than the differences of threads’ coverage
TWj , thread coverage does not contribute the result.

Further, we noticed that person names in political
news always appear with other words and have much
higher PMI score. PMI score dominates final result and
should be weaken. Different categories of events may
have different characteristics, the control parameters’
value need to be varied for different categories.
3.3 Evaluation for Thread Label Extraction

Performance measures (HumanJudge) People
are asked to judge whether the label could represent
the thread or not. A representative label is tagged as
correct.

Thread label evaluation is performed individually on
WR1, WR2 and WR3. The precision of manually check
is showed in Table 2.

Table 2 The precision of correct thread labels

Correct thread label WR1/% WR2/% WR3/%

Chinese corpus 54.8 55.8 59.3

Reuter corpus 45.3 45.3 47.3

The result shows that label extraction based on WR3
performs the best. The reason is that WR3 has the
highest precision in thread words selection.

The precision of label extraction is also computed
based on correct thread words. The result is shown in
Table 3. Thread label extraction performs similar on
both corpora. Result based on WR3 is still the best. It
indicates that WR3 assign reasonable weight for words
which has improved the precision of phrase extraction.
Experiments showed that labels for Reuter corpus is
usually a single word. A word’s meaning is more gen-
eral than a phrase, humans are more likely to judge a

Table 3 The precision of thread labels based on
correct thread words

Correct thread label WR1/% WR2/% WR3/%

Chinese corpus 79.5 78.6 83.5

Reuter corpus 82.7 82.7 84.5
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word label to be correct than a phrase. Therefore, the
precision on Reuter corpus is a slightly higher than the
result on Chinese corpus in Table 3.
3.4 Comparison with “Turbo Topics”

“Turbo topics” (source code from http://www.cs.
princeton.edu/∼blei/topicmodeling.html) is experi-
mented on Reuter corpus for comparison. Tables 4 and
5 show our thread labeling results and “turbo topic”

results for Reuter “interest” and “money-fx” corpus.
The first column lists the phrases generated by “turbo
topics”. The second column lists the phrases generated
according to the method in Subsection 2.2 while the
phrase with bold face is the thread label. The third
column is the threads words selected according to the
method in Subsection 2.1. The fourth column lists the
original LDA top 10 words.

Table 4 Turbo topics vs our method for “interest” (thread number is 5)

Turbo topics Label extraction Thread word LDA result

Lend rate Prime rate Rate Rate, pct, bank

Point cut Pct Pct Say, point, cut, prime

Pct effective Bank raise Raise Lend, raise, april

Dealer say Federal reserve Reserve Say, reserve, fund

Billion mark Federal fund Fund Pct, billion, feed, federal

Federal reserve Feed fund Federal Dlrs, march, money

Band pct Mln stg Mln Mln, bank, stg

London march Money market Stg Pct, market, march, billion

March bank Billion stg Money Money, today, london

Central bank Official say Say Say, bank, year

Bank say Bank Debt, official, meet, credit

Bank meet Official Exchange, new, paris

Reuters author Analyst say Say Say, rate, market

Analyst say Sterling rise Rise Rise, high, cut, analyst

Base rate Say sterling Analyst Bond, dollar, sterling

Table 5 Turbo topics vs our method for “money-fx” (thread number is 5)

Turbo topics Label extraction Thread word LDA result

Industrial nation Offical say Say Say, exchange, paris, rate

Minister kiichi Paris exchange rate Paris Currency, nation, country

Baker say Say Official Tell, economic, official

Billion dlrs Economist say Say Say, pct, rise, year

Government security Pct rise Rise Dls, billion, government

Reuters author Price Price Economist, price, trade

Billion mark Mln stg Mln Bank, mln, stg, pct

Repurchase agreement Money market Stg Market, billion, money

Bank japan Billion stg Market March, today, reserve

Dealer say Dollar Dollar Dollar, say, yen, bank

Tokyo march Yen Yen Dealer, trade, japanese

New york Dealer say Dealer Japan, currency, market

Rate cut Exchange rate Rate Rate, bank, say, exchange

Commercial bank Central bank Bank Mark, foreign, currency

Foreign exchange Foreign exchange Exchange Central, set, bundesbank
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Based on the comparison with “turbo topics”, some
results are concluded as follows.

Some meaningless phrases still exist in “turbo topic”
and our method, such as “official say”, “bank say” or
“dealer say” extracted from the “interest” corpus. Both
methods are based on the result of LDA, therefore they
can not filter meaningless phrases. Both methods ex-
tract some common phrases, such as “federal reserve”,
“analyst say”.

The semantics of phrases in our method is more co-

herent than those phrases in turbo topics, such as “fed-
eral reserve”, “federal fund”,“feed fund” are more co-
herent than “dealer say”, “billion mark”,“federal re-
serve” int the Table 4. “Turbo Topic” extends LDA
from unigram into n-gram. Our method first select the
thread words and then generate phrases by extending
these thread words, which keep the semantics of the
thread. Table 6 lists two events with their thread la-
bels and reports’ titles.

Table 6 Thread labels and news reports for two event corpora

Event corpus Thread labels News report titles

2008 USA election Foreign policy Barack Obama’s Foreign Policy

Obama plan to visit Iraq and Afghanistan

Obama’s Iraq problem

Financial crises Is Obama the Wall Street Candidate?

Bill v. Barack on Banks

Obama’s plan for financial markets reform

Senator obama Senator Obama with USA Troops in Kuwait

Senator Obama’s tobacco control history

Senator Barack Obama for president

Iran nuclear program Security Council Options for the Security Council

Iran ends cooperation with IAEA

Iran likely to face Security Council

Enrich uranium Iran to Begin Enriching Uranium

Iran’ on brink’ of being nuclear nation

Iran enriches Uranium

Bush administration Rice: Iran can have nuclear energy, not arms

Bush plans strike on Iran’s nuclear sites

Iran details nuclear ambitions

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a method is presented to label threads
of news events. Experiments indicate that our method
of thread words selection performs significantly better
than the baselines. WR3 is proved to be the best among
three judges. Based on the selected thread words, our
recursive phrase extraction can generate meaningful bi-
gram or trigram phrases as thread labels to visualize
the semantic meaning of a news thread from news cor-
pus, the result is better than the phrases generated by
“turbo topics”. Experiments also show that the method
works not only on event-based corpus but also on gen-
eral corpus.

In the future work, we plan to combine the elements
of news event such as “who what when” with our exist-
ing methods and improve the precision of label extrac-
tion in order to visualize the semantic meaning within

a news event.
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